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the! presence! of! avascular! villi.! Regional! variation! and! heterogeneity! are! not!
defined.! In# utero! clinical! assessment! is! via! ultrasound! Doppler!measurements,!







microSCT! imaging! technique,! to! directly! visualise! the! fetoSplacental!
microcirculation,!before!applying!the!technique!to!investigate!heterogeneity!within!
a! cohort! of! normal! term!placentae.! I! investigate! differences! in! vascular! density!
through!the!placenta!at!multiple!scales.!
In# vivo! I! investigate! a! novel! Magnetic! Resonance! Imaging! model! of! placental!
perfusion,! that! combines! diffusion! weighted! imaging! with! T2! relaxometry,! to!
estimate!maternal!and!fetal!placental!perfusion.!I!develop!this!technique,!exploring!
MRI! parameters! relating! to! perfusion! in! normally! grown! and! growth! restricted!
pregnancies.!
! 6!
This! work! is! important! as! the! techniques! developed! improve! our! ability! to!




























contributes! to! lifelong! morbidity! in! affected! individuals.! At! present! our!
understanding!of!placental!function!is!limited,!as!is!our!ability!to!diagnose!it.!There!




our! understanding! of! the! placental! microcirculation! and! fetal! and! maternal!
placental! perfusion.! Microfocus! Computed! Tomography! (MicroSCT)! directly!
imaged! the! microcirculation! of! ex# vivo,! contrast! perfused! placentas.! Magnetic!
Resonance! Imaging! was! used! to! image! in# vivo! placentas,! and! the! first! multiS
compartment! model! specific! to! the! placenta! was! developed.! This! allowed!
quantification!of! fetal!and!maternal!perfusion! throughout! the!placenta,!and!nonS
invasive!measurement!of!fetal!blood!oxygen!saturation.!
The!microSCT!imaging!technique!developed!in!this!thesis!could!now!be!utilised!to!
understand! changes! in! placental! microcirculation! associated! with! obstetric!







The! MRI! model! developed! in! this! thesis! may! improve! our! understanding! of!










This! imaging!model! may! also! impact! on! other! areas! of! research,! such! as! the!
development!of!novel!treatments!for!placental!insufficiency,!where!it!could!be!used!
to!monitor!the!response!to!treatment.!This!imaging!technique!may!be!sensitive!to!
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important! pathology,! accounting! for! one! third! of! antenatal! stillbirths1.! Normal!
placenta! perfusion! and! the! changes! seen! in! association! with! placental!
insufficiency,!are!poorly!understood!due!to!challenges!investigating!this!complex!
organ.!Human!maternal!placental!perfusion!is!difficult!to!investigate!ex#vivo,!and!
only! limited! information! is! available! from! the! most! commonly! clinically! utilised!
diagnostic! tool,! ultrasound! Doppler! studies! of! the! uterine! arteries.! The! fetal!













blood! via! the! umbilical! cord,! which! normally! has! two! arteries! carrying!
deoxygenated! blood! towards! the! placenta,! and! one! vein! returning! oxygenated!
blood!to!the!fetus.!The!umbilical!cord!can!insert!anywhere!on!the!fetal!surface!of!
the!placenta,!known!as! the!chorionic!plate,! from!where! the!blood! is! transported!
across!the!placental!surface!via!the!chorionic!arteries.!From!here!deep!branching!
vessels,! stem! arteries,! radiate! down! into! the! placental! tissue.! A! lobule! is! the!








intervillous! space.! Vessels! are! covered! with! only! a! single! cell! layer! of!
syncytiotrophoblast,!so! the! fetal!blood! is! in!close!proximity!with! the!surrounding!




the! point! of! umbilical! cord! insertion! two!main! chorionic! arteries! radiate.! These!
repeatedly!divide,!through!6!to!8!generations,!to!form!vessels!feeding!the!entire!
placental! tissue.! Arterial! divisions! are! both! dichotomous,! with! two! equal! sized!
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daughter! vessels! and! a! motherStoSdaughter! diameter! ratio! of! 0.6S0.8,! and!
monopodial,!with!a!main!daughter!vessel!staying!of!similar!diameter,!and!a!much!
smaller!daughter!vessel!with!a!ratio!of!0.1S0.35.!The!proportion!of!dichotomous!to!
monopodial! divisions! appears! to! differ! between! placentas! with! a! central! and!
eccentric!cord!insertion,!with!the!trees!of!more!eccentric!insertion!placentas!being!
dominated!by!monopodial!divisions,!which!may!be!more!efficient! in! transporting!







subchorionic! region.! They! have! up! to! four! generations! of! short! thick!
branches,! from! which! further! dichotomous! branches! radiate6.! Stem! villi!
contain!arteries,!veins,!arterioles!and!venules,!and!occasionally!superficial!
capillaries.!!
•! Mature! intermediate! villi! branch! directly! from! the! stem! villi! and! contain!
arterioles!and!venules!mixed!with!capillaries.!!
•! Terminal! villi! are! the! final! ramifications,! and! appear! as! protruding!










The!placenta! is!a!unique!organ!being!perfused!by! (at! least)! two!cardiovascular!
systems! from! the! mothers! and! the! fetus(es)! (Figure! 1).! Uterine! spiral! arteries!
supply! oxygenated! maternal! blood! to! the! growing! placenta! and! fetus.! In! early!
pregnancy!extravillous! trophoblast! cells!proliferate! from!anchoring!chorionic! villi!
and! invade! the!decidualised!endometrium.!Cells! invade! the!endometrium,! inner!
myometrium,!and! the! lumen!of! the!spiral!arteries,!becoming! incorporated! in! the!


















of! blood! vessels! de! novo! from! pluripotent! mesenchymal! stem! cells,! and!
angiogenesis,! the! creation! of! new! blood! vessel! networks! by! branching! and!
elongating! previously! existing! blood! vessels,! and! trophoblast! mediated! arterial!
remodelling12.! Numerous! factors! are! important! in! placental! angiogenesis! and!
vasculogenesis,!including!Vascular!Endothelial!Growth!Factor!(VEGF),!Fibroblast!
Growth! Factor,! Placental! Growth! Factor,! Epidermal! Growth! Factor! and!
Angiopoietins13.!
Vasculogenesis! starts! at! day! 21! post! conception,! with! the! differentiation! of!
haemangiogenic! progenitor! cells,! which! in! turn! differentiate! into! hematopoietic!
cells! and! angioblastic! cells,! the! precursors! of! the! first! vessels12.! ! From! these,!
angiogenesis!creates!the!entire!vascular!network.!Highly!branched!villous!capillary!
beds!develop!during! the! first!half!of!pregnancy,!known!as! the!branching!phase.!
Capillaries! transform! to! muscularised! arterioles,! and! arterioles! enlarge! into!
arteries,!which!lengthen!the!arterial!tree!allowing!efficient!delivery!of!blood!to!distal!
regions!of!the!placenta13!.!!
From!about!25!weeks’! gestation!angiogenesis! switches! from!branching! to!nonS
branching! in! the! peripheral! villi.! Long,! poorly! branched! capillary! loops! form,!
causing!a!large!increase!in!the!volume!of!capillaries!in!the!late!second!and!third!






the! region!of!3!x!10S4!m/s16,!which! is! in!keeping!with! the!standard!estimation!of!
capillary!blood!flow!in!other!organs.!Another!approach,!calculating!flow!rate!based!




although! the! nature! of! this! relationship! is! not! clear6.! Two! schemata! have!been!
proposedP!that!the!spiral!arteries!feed!into!the!centre!of!the!fetal!lobule,!with!blood!







fibrotic! villi! and! villi! with! excessive! thickening! of! the! basement! membrane,!
histological!signs!pertaining!to!placental!hypoxia!secondary!to!reduced!maternal!
perfusion,!with!increased!frequency!in!the!subchorionic!compared!to!the!maternal!








Variation! in! fetoSplacental! vascular! density! has! been! hypothesised! to! relate! to!
variation!in!maternal!perfusion,!and!there!is!evidence!that!the!fetoplacental!blood!






maternalSfetal! perfusion! matching,! which! would! facilitate! efficient! exchange!
regardless! of! physiological! changes! in!maternal! blood! supply,! that! could! occur!
daily!secondary!to!maternal!position.!The!mechanism!by!which!vasoconstriction!
may!occur!is!not!known,!with!proposed!mechanisms!including!nitric!oxide!released!














blood! and! creating! a! high! flow! low! pressure! supply! of! maternal! blood! to! the!
placenta.! In!placental! insufficiency!superficial! invasion!and!minimal!spiral!artery!
dilation! result! in! low! volume,! high! pressure! delivery! of! turbulent! blood! to! the!
intervillous!space26.!




in! placental! insufficiency,! with! some! studies! reporting! reduced! density! in!
association!with!abnormal!umbilical!Doppler!studies28,29,!whilst!others!have!found!






are! secondary! to! poor!maternal! perfusion,!with! two! hypothesised!mechanisms.!
High! pressure! turbulent! maternal! flow! may! damage! the! villous! architecture26,!
leading!to!hypoxia,!ischaemiaSreperfusion!injury,!and!oxidative!stress,!all!of!which!
are!proposed!aetiologies!for!the!changes!seen!in!the!vascular!tree25.!Alternatively,!
chronic!stem!vessel! vasoconstriction,! in! response! to! low!maternal!oxygenation,!
may!lead!to!irreversible!changes!to!stem!vessels35.!This!would!be!widespread!and!

















for!32%!of!antenatal! stillbirths!and!26%!of! intrapartum!stillbirths! in!highSincome!
countries1.!!
Placental! insufficiency! manifests! clinically! in! a! variety! of! fetal! and! maternal!
conditions.! ! The! mother! can! develop! gestational! hypertension,! or! proteinuric!
hypertension,! known! as! preSeclampsia.! Left! untreated! this! can! have! severe!
complications!such!as!eclampsia,!liver!rupture,!stroke,!pulmonary!oedema,!kidney!



























proportionally! smaller! femur! length! and! abdominal! circumference,! compared! to!
head!circumference.!In!the!later!stages!of!chronic!hypoxia,!there!is!cardiac!output!
redistribution,! in! an! attempt! to! divert! blood! to! the! brain! and! therefore! protect!
neurodevelopment42.! However! in! severe! chronic! anaemia! this! strategy! is! not!
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also! an! increased! rate! of! neonatal! necrotising! enterocolitis,! which! may! be!
secondary!to!poor!perfusion!of!the!gut!in!utero45.!!
As!well!as!having!immediate!affects,!placental!insufficiency!is!linked!to!metabolic!
remodeling!of! the! fetus,!which! increases! the! risk!of!many!diseases! later! in! life,!





Diagnosis! of! placental! insufficiency! is! via! ultrasound! assessment.! ! Maternal!
placental!perfusion!is!estimated!in#vivo!with!Doppler!measurement!of!uterine!artery!




















measurements.! Umbilical! blood! flow! increases! threeSfold! between! 22! weeks!
gestational!age!and!term54.!EndSdiastolic!velocity!increases!throughout!gestation,!







This! relationship! has! been! validated! in! animal! models,! where! progressive!
embolization! of! fetal! vessels! in! sheep! resulted! in! progression! from! normal! to!
absent!to!reversed!end!diastolic!flow!in!the!umbilical!artery56.!







increased! rates! of! admission! to! the! neonatal! intensive! care! unit57.! It! may! be!
particularly! useful! in! late! onset! FGR,!where! umbilical! artery! and!MCA!Doppler!
parameters! often! remain! individually! within! the! normal! range,! but! the! ratio!
suggests! relative! brain! vasodilation! and! cord! vasoconstriction! suggesting! fetal!
compromise.!
There!is!currently!no!clinically!available!method!to!measure!the!fetal!or!maternal!
perfusion! of! the! placenta! itself,! and! therefore! no! way! to! investigate,! in! human!




There! is! no! pathognomonic! feature! on! placental! histology! that! is! diagnostic! of!
placental!insufficiency!or!FGR,!and!there!is!no!single!finding!that!can!be!correlated!
with! severity! of! phenotype.! There! are! several! reasons! for! this.! Firstly,! studies!
historically! have! included! early! and! late! onset! disease,! with! and! without! preS










pregnancies! thought! to!be!growth! restricted!appear!histologically! normal58.!The!
most!common!abnormal!finding!is!patchy!placental!infarcts,!which!is!seen!in!25%!
of!term!FGR!placentas,!compared!to!10%!of!the!normal!population58.!Other,!nonS
specific,! findings! include! villous! infarct! and! placental! abruption! or! subchorionic!
haemorrhage.!Lesions! relating! to!hypoxia,! and! therefore! suggestive!of! reduced!
maternal! perfusion,! include! syncytiotrophoblast! knots,! excess! cytotrophoblast!
cells,!thickened!basement!membranes,!villous!fibrosis,!and!hypovascular!terminal!
villi,! with! reduced! villous! volume,! reduced! intervillous! space,! and! nonSspecific!
inflammatory! lesions.!The! rate!of! these!hypoxic! lesions!appears! to!be!higher! in!
FGR!pregnancies! associated!with! abnormal! uterine! artery!Doppler! parameters,!
compared!to!FGR!pregnancies!with!normal!Doppler’s,!or!normal!controls59.!Villous!













risks! of! a! chronically! compromised! fetus! in! utero! against! the! risk! of! severe!
prematurity.!!
In! the! future,! treatment! may! be! possible,! and! there! is! onSgoing! research! into!
potential!therapies63,!including!sildenafil!citrate64!and!maternal!gene!therapy!with!
over!expression!of!Vascular!Endothelial!Growth!Factor!(VEGF)!within!the!uterine!











semiSthin! sections,! which! were! photographed,! magnified! and! converted! into!
drawings67,!corrosion!casts!scanned!using!electron!microscopy68,!whole!slide!three!
dimensional!digital!reconstruction69!and!confocal!laser!microscopy70,71.!All!of!these!







threeSdimensional! image! volumes.! XSrays! are! electromagnetic! radiation,! like!
visible!light,!but!with!a!shorter!wavelength!of!around!0.01S10!nanometres.!!!
MicroSCT!scanners!produce!XSrays!by!creating!electrons!within!a!vacuum!from!a!













the! atom! results! in! the! emission! of! an! XSray.! This! type! of! XSRay! emission! is!










on! the! detector.! The! detector! converts! the! XSrays! into! light! via! a! scintillator!
material,! and! a! photodiode! in! each! pixel! of! the! detector! array! generates! an!
electrical! signal! in! proportion! to! the! light! produced,! forming! the! digitised!




table72.! Computer! algorithms,! such! as! Feldkamp’s! filtered! back! projection,!




the! scanned! object73.! Voxel! size! represents! the! volume! elements! into! which! a!
reconstructed! microSCT! volume! is! divided.! The! voxel! size! is! a! function! of! the!
detector! pixel! size! and! the! geometric! magnification,! being! dependent! on! the!
sourceStoSobject!and!sourceStoSdetector!distances!(!Figure!3)74.!Features!that!are!
smaller! than! the! voxel! size! are! difficult! to! distinguish! on! the! reconstructed! CT!
image.!!
Spatial! resolution! is! a! measure! of! the! imaging! resolving! power! of! a! microSCT!
system,! the! ability! to! separate! two! adjacent! features73.! It! is! determined! by! the!
imaging!system,!with!focal!spot!size,!detector!pixel!size!and!cone!beam!geometry!
being!important72.!The!imaging!noise!and!number!of!projections!per!rotation!also!

























Rennie! et! al84! have! utilised! microSCT! extensively! to! investigate! the! contrast!





Further! work! investigated! the! effect! of! exposure! to! polycyclic! aromatic!
hydrocarbons!(found!in!environmental!pollutants!and!cigarette!smoke)!on!the!fetoS
placental! vascular! tree85.! This! work! was! analysed! with! automated! vascular!
segmentation,! allowing! assessment! of! the! branching! structure,! and!
haemodynamic! modelling! with! calculation! of! vascular! resistance.! They! found!






were! imaged! with! an! isotropic! voxel! size! of! 12μm,! then! 4μm.! Images! were!
reconstructed,! and! the! vascular! density! calculated.! They! found! a! significant!
reduction! in! vascular! density! in! FGR! placentas! compared! to! placentas! from!
uncomplicated!pregnancies!(20.5!+/S!0.9%!vs!7.9!+/S!0.9%!uncomplicated!vs!FGR!
placentas,!p<0.001)87.!These!vascular!density! findings!are!consistent!with!other!





corrosion! casting! technique88.! 12! normal! placentas,! and! 6! from! pregnancies!
complicated!with!FGR!were!imaged!with!a!voxel!size!of!80!to!100µm.!They!found!
a! significantly! smaller! number! of! chorionic! artery! branches! in! FGR! placentas!
compared! to! controls,! however! when! normalised! for! placental! weight! this!
difference!was!no! longer!apparent88.!Further!work!comparing!12!normal!and!12!
FGR! placentas! found! longer! venous! and! shorted! arterial! vasculature! in! FGR!
compared! to! normal! placentas89.! They! went! on! to! investigate! the! branching!
structure,!dividing! the!branches! into!deciles,!and!showed!a! reduction! in!branch!
numbers!from!the!fourth!centile!up!in!FGR!compared!to!normal!placentas89.!This!










a! sensitivity! that! is! likely! to! detect! the! changes! in! perfusion! seen! in! placental!
insufficiency.!It!should!ideally!to!be!able!to!separate!fetal!and!maternal!perfusion,!
and! to! be! able! to! capture! the! entire! placenta! at! any! gestational! age,! allowing!
investigation! of! whole! placental! function.! Higher! resolution! imaging! is! likely! to!
provide!the!most!detailed!assessment.!
Most! importantly,! imaging!must!be! safe! for! both! the!mother!and! fetus.!For! this!
reason,!ionising!radiation!should!be!avoided,!due!to!its!link!to!childhood!cancers,!
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as! should! use! of! an! exogenous! contrast! agent,! unless! known! to! be! safe! in!
pregnancy.!Unfortunately,!this!excludes!the!majority!of!medical!perfusion!imaging!
techniques,!that!rely!on!contrast!agents.!
With! the! increasingly! widespread! availability! of! threeSdimensional!
ultrasonography,! there!has!been! interest! in!3D!power!Doppler!measurement!of!
placental!perfusion.! Interobserver!variability!has!been! reported! to!be! low90,!and!
normal! ranges! have! been! reported91,! and! an! association! between! indices! and!
estimated! fetal! weight! centile92.! When! this! approach! has! been! investigated! to!










Magnetic! resonance! imaging! (MRI)! uses! strong! magnetic! field! gradients! and!
radiofrequency! pulses! to! generate! images! of! the! body.! It! utilises! a! property! of!
protons!called!spin.!In!the!presence!of!the!external!magnetic!field,!spins!of!many!
protons! form! a! magnetisation.! Magnetisation! can! be! manipulated! by! radioS
frequency! pulses,! that! alter! its! alignment! away! from! the! direction! of! the! main!
magnetic!field95.!Once!the!radio!frequency!is!stopped,!magnetisation!returns!to!the!









the! main! magnetic! field! into! a! transverse! magnetic! field,! and! gain! additional!
energy.!In!order!to!return!to!their!original!energy!state!they!must!lose!this!energy!
to! the! surrounding! tissue,! or! lattice,!which! has! a!much! larger! volume95.!As! the!










move! apart! they! return! to! precessing! at! the! Larmor! frequency,! but! their! phase!
angle! will! have! changed95.! Over! time!multiple! interactions! cause! all! the! phase!
angles!to!change,!so!that!the!spins!are!no!longer!aligned.!An!exponential!decay!in!
net!dephasing!is!detected,!from!the!maximum!straight!after!the!excitation!pulse,!
down! to! zero95.! This! signal! is! known! as! T2,! or! spinSspin,! relaxation! and! is!
dependent!on!the!interaction!of!molecules!within!a!tissue.!!
There!are!two!types!of!pulse!sequences!used!to!acquire!imagesP!spinSecho!and!
spinSgradient.! Both! start! with! a! radiofrequency! excitation! pulse.! ! In! spinSecho!
sequences! the! spins! are! then! allowed! to! dephase! naturally,! before! applying! a!
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second!pulse!which! flips! the!spins!180!degrees,! reversing! their!phase!angles95.!
After!the!same!length!of!time!as!was!allowed!for!the!protons!to!dephase,!the!spins!




instead! of! a! 180Sdegree! refocusing! pulse,! a! positive! gradient! is! applied.! This!
reverses! the!magnetic! field! gradient! so! that! the! spins! all! come! back! together,!
producing!the!echo.!However,!unlike!the!refocusing!pulse!in!spinSecho!sequences,!















































T2! relaxometry! is! the! quantitative!measure! of! spinSspin! relaxation! times! and! is!
defined!as! the! time! taken! for! the! transverse!component!of! the!magnetisation! to!
decay!to!37%!of!its!original!value.!The!relaxation!time!is!different!for!each!tissueP!





because! of! the! proportional! increase! in! villous! tissue! compared! to! intervillous!
space,!and!increasing!fibrin!volume!density101.!T2!relaxation!times!are!significantly!
reduced!in!pregnancies!complicated!by!FGR!compared!to!those!with!appropriate!










strongly! paramagnetic,! whereas! oxyhaemoglobin! is! weakly! diamagnetic.! The!
paramagnetic! properties! of! deoxygenated! haemoglobin! affect! the! spins! of!



























of! water! diffusivity! in! a! hindered! environment,! such! as! biological! tissue.! It! is!
sensitive!to!the!random!diffusion!of!hydrogen!protons,!which!is!modified!in!tissue!



















Several! studies! have! looked! at! DWSMRI! of! the! placenta.! Three! studies! have!
compared! DWSMRI! with! gestational! age,! one! finding! a! correlation! between!
gestation!and!ADC112,!which!the!other!studies!did!not!replicate!113,!114.!!
DWI! has! also! been! used! to! investigate! FGR,!with! placental! ADC! values! being!
found!to!be!significantly!lower!in!the!placentas!of!FGR!pregnancies!compared!to!



























movement! during! the!motion!probing!gradients.! ! Imaging!using! low!bSvalues! is!
therefore!critical!to!IVIM.!!





A! limitation! of! this! technique! is! that! the! perfusion! component!may! reflect! other!
physiological!bulk! flow!phenomena,! for!examples!glandular!secretions!or!ductal!




average# f! to!be!26%!+/S!6%,!with!a!weak!trend!towards!reduction! in!signal!with!
increasing! gestational! age.! They! further! investigate! IVIM! in! normal! and! FGR!
pregnancies120,!fitting!values!for!f,!d#and!d*!in!defined!areas!of!interest!on!the!fetal!


































perfusion! between! normal! and! FGR! pregnancies! (p<0.0001)! with! FGR!
pregnancies!having!a!significantly!higher!proportion!of!low!flow127.!!
Derwig!et!al128!compared!IVIM!and!ASL!to!assess!placental!perfusion!in!the!second!
trimester! in! normal! and!FGR!pregnancies.! There!was!a! significant! reduction! in!
basal! plate! ASL! signal! between! normally! grown! and! FGR! pregnancies! (2359!
(1196S3542)! vs! 923! (465S1721)! arbitrary! unitsP! p=0.003).! Basal! plate,! central!
placental!and!whole!placental! IVIM!vascular!density!was!also!different!between!
normally! grown! and! FGR! pregnancies! (40.7%! (37.5S48.4%)! vs! 37.8%! (29.6S




These! studies! demonstrate! that! quantitative!MRI! signals! can! be! used! as! nonS




There! is! no! evidence! that! fetal! Magnetic! Resonance! Imaging! (MRI)! produces!
harmful!effects!on!the!fetus.!However,!as!with!all!aspect!of!obstetrics,!longSterm!
safety! is! difficult! to! definitively! demonstrate,! and! therefore! safety! concerns!
continue!to!be!discussed!and!investigated.!
There!are!three!main!areas!of!concern!with!regard!to!fetal!MRI.!First!is!exposure!
























radiofrequency! pulses! are! applied,! allowing! cooling! between! pulses.! This! is!
optimised!in!adults!with!environmental!conditions,!but!harder!to!account!for!in!the!




close! control! of! SAR! values137.! The! Medicines! and! Healthcare! Products!
Regulatory! Agency! (MHRA)! recommend! that! all! pregnant! patients! should! be!









































•! That! the! fetoplacental! vasculature! is! heterogenous,! but! with! consistent!
geometric! variation,! specifically! having! reduced! vascularisation! in!
peripheral!tissue!






















In! this!chapter! I!present!my!methods!for!placental!perfusion,!microSCT! imaging,!














Placentas!were! taken!directly! from!the! labour!ward! to! the! laboratory,!where! the!

















20ml! Microfil! (Flow! Tech,! Carver,! MA)! was! made! up! in! accordance! with!
manufacturer’s! instructions.! This! was! perfused! through! the! umbilical! artery!





ensure! smaller! chorionic! arteries! were! filled.! Perfusion! was! continued! until! all!
chorionic!arteries!were!filled,!and!Microfil!could!be!seen!in!some!of!the!chorionic!
veins.!The!umbilical!cord!was!then!clamped!proximal!to!the!point!of!cannulation!to!




The!placenta!was!then!placed!flat! in!500S750ml!4%!formalin! for!48!hours!to! fix.!
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one! frame! per! projection,! 3141! projections! over! 360Sdegree! rotation,! with! an!







using! a! modified! Feldkamp! filtered! back! projection! algorithm! with! proprietary!










with! regard! to! proximity! to! the! umbilical! cord! insertion! site,! and! the! feeding!
chorionic!vessels.!The!location!from!which!blocks!were!taken!was!recorded!using!
an!annotated!diagram!of!the!chorionic!plate.!Eight!blocks!were!taken!from!each!




wrapped! in!parafilm,!and!mounted! in!a! custom!made!acrylic! tube,! resting!on!a!
plastic! stand.! All! blocks!were! imaged! using! the! same! protocolP! a!Molybdenum!













vascular! fill,! while! maintaining! a! slide! thickness! that! could! be! histologically!






















Each! placenta!was!measured! as! shown! in! Figure! 8.! The!widest!measurement!
across! the! placenta! was! taken! and! called! A.! The! widest! measurement!
perpendicular! to! this!measurement!was! then! taken,!and!called!B.!The!distance!


































CCI = DCC12 A !
Cord!Centrality!Index!
!






























2000x2000x426! TIFFS! =! 1.16GB! for! one! placenta).! In! order! to!make! analysis!








































































































thresholded! vessel.! This! was! done! by! measuring! the! distance! from! the! first!
thresholded!vessel!voxel!to!the!center!point,!so!that!the!edge!would!equal!1,!and!
the! center! point! would! equal! the! radius! measured! in! voxels.! This! was! then!











































































FIJI! (ImageJ! Version! 2.0.0SrcS54/1.51f152)! was! used! to! analyse! the! histological!
sections.!This! is!an!openSsource!platform! for!biomedical! image!analysis152.!The!
Trainable! Weka! Segmentation! plugin! (Version! 3.1.2)155! was! used! to! segment!




that! was! empty! of! everything! including! all! red! blood! cells.! This! definition! was!
chosen! because! preliminary! work! showed! that! Microfil! fragments! can!
spontaneously!fall!out!of!tissue!during!histological!processing,!so!the!absence!of!
Microfil!does!not!exclude!perfusion.!NonSperfused!vessels!normally!contain!visible!
red! blood! cells,! so! the! absence!of! these! cells! strongly! suggests! perfusion!with!
heparinised!saline,!and! therefore! likely!with!Microfil.! It! is!possible! vessels!were!
perfused! with! heparinised! saline! and! not! the! more! viscous! Microfil,! so! this!
definition!may!over!estimate!fill.!However!only!counting!those!contained!Microfil!
would!underestimate!fill.!Accepting!that!there!is!no!perfect!definition,!unperfused!









The!output! images!were! thresholded! to!select! the! three!classes!defined!above.!
The!Analyse!Particle!tool!was!then!used!to!measure!the!area!of!the!perfused!and!
unperfused!vessel!lumens.!This!applies!restrictions!in!terms!of!the!minimum!and!
maximal! area! of! the! particle,! and! the! circularity,! and! outputs! a! list! of! the! area!












the! script! function! of! FIJI.! This! ran! the! whole! image! analysis! pipeline! in! the!
background!on! folders!of! images,!outputting!a!CSV! file! for!each!class!on!each!
micrograph!–!e.g.!area!of!each!perfused!vessels,!area!of!each!unSperfused!vessel,!











= Total#Perfused#Vessel#Area + Total#Unperfused#Vessel#AreaTotal#Perfused#Vessel#Area + Total#Unperfused#Vessel#Area + Total#Villous#Area #×#100!
Histological!Vascular!Density!
!
Finally,! a! manual! check! was! performed,! by! looking! at! each! micrograph! and!
checking!the!calculated!vascular!fill!and!density!appeared!reasonable.!This!was!to!






















6.75µm,! corresponding! to! an! area! of! approximately! than! 150µm2,! may! not! be!
visualised.!The!process!was!therefore!repeated!including!only!vessels!that!had!an!












(IBM! version! 23)! (optimisation! work,! chapter! 3)! and! MATLAB! (analysis! work,!






















































sample!sizes! to!be!analysed! than! is! feasible!by!hand.! I! therefore!developed!an!
automatic! analysis! pipeline! to! quantify! vascular! fill! and! density! on! histological!
micrographs! taken! at! x! 100! magnification,! from! hematoxylin! and! eosin! (H&E)!










The!Analyse!Particle! tool!was!used! to!measure! the!area!of!vessels.!The!Weka!
segmentation! tool! segmented! perfused! vessels! and! the! background! of! the!
micrograph,!both!white,!as!perfused!vessel!(see!Figure!17,!chapter!2),!so!vessels!




different! limits! for! minimum! and! maximum! particle! size! and! circularity,! on! 10!
segmented! micrographs! with! a! variety! of! features,! and! the! included! particles!
examined.!The!number!of! vessels! that!were!excluded,!and! the!number!of!nonS
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vessels! that! were! included,! was! noted.! There! was! no! perfect! solution,! as!
decreasing!the!circularity!restriction!would!include!an!oblong!vessel!on!one!slide,!




To! validate! the! histology! analysis! process! 10! new! micrographs! were! chosen!
representing! the! variety! of! appearances! seen! in! placental! micrographs.! These!
were! analysed! using! the! protocol! described! above,! producing! a! spreadsheet!













villi! area! in! each!micrograph! (0.83,! 95%CI! 0.46S0.95! unSperfused! vessel,! 0.73,!
95%!CI!0.34S0.91!villi!area).!!
The! segmented! slides!were! examined! to! determine! the! reason! for! subSoptimal!












































These! measurements! were! compared! with! a! categorical! visual! estimation! of!
vascular! fill! and! vascular! density.! This! was! done! by! one! observer! visually!
assessing!each!image!in!turn,!and!categorising!them!on!a!scale!of!one!to!five!in!
terms! of! vascular! fill! –! the! proportion! of! vessels! perfused! compared! to! notS




The! degree! of! correlation! between! the! manual! and! automated! results! was!
calculated!using!Spearman’s!rank!correlation!coefficient.!
!









however,! the!Analyse!Particle! tool!was!not! always!accurate! in! including!all! the!






































The!analyse!particle! tool! restrictions!were! reviewed,!but!could!not!be!optimised!
further,!as!improving!results!in!one!slide!meant!results!were!less!good!in!another!


















To! investigate! this! three! tissue!blocks,! taken! from!different! locations!within!one!
perfused! placenta,! had! 9! consecutive! 10µm! full! thickness! section! taken,! and!
stained!with!H&E.!Six!micrographs!were! taken!at! x! 100!magnification! for! each!
section,!three!from!the!upper!half!close!to!the!chorionic!plate,!and!three!from!the!





density! were! then! calculated.! This! was! done! by! iteratively! averaging! the!
micrographs!vascular!fill!or!vascular!density,!including!one!additional!micrograph!
at!a! time! in!a!consecutive!manner,! i.e.!micrographs!1,!2,!3,!4,!5!and! then!6! for!





(i.e.!micrograph!1,3!and!5),! representing! the! vessel! density! for! the! villous! tree.!
Results!are!shown!in!Figure!21!and!Table!3.!!The!stable!mean!was!achieved!for!
vascular!fill!and!density!by!the!addition!of!the!12th!micrographs!for!full!thickness!


























A! 5! 5! 4! 4!
B! 12! 6! 12! 11!

















mixed!with!gelatin156!or! latex157,158! to! form!a!gel,! is! frequently!used!as!an! intraS
vascular!contrast!agent,!as!it!has!been!shown!to!fill!the!entire!microcirculation!of!
some!tissues!under!physiological!perfusion!pressure156.!Microfil!(Flowtech,Carver,!




keep! it!within! the!vascular!compartment,!with!extravasation!only! reported!when!
inflammation!caused!physical!leaks!to!be!present160.!!
Langheinrich!et!al87!compared!barium!sulphate!in!gelatin!with!Microfil!for!human!
placenta! perfusion,! concluding! that! Microfil! produced! higher! vascular! fill! on!




the! cord! insertion! and! perfusing! different! areas! of! a! single! placenta! were!
cannulated!and!separately!perfused!with!either!barium!sulphate!mixed!with!gelatin!




described! above.! This!was! because! the!Weka! tool!was! developed! to! segment!
tissue! perfused! with! Microfil,! and! the! algorithms! would! therefore! not! correctly!




















Controlled! physiologically! relevant! perfusion! pressure! has! been! advocated! for!
placental!perfusion!experiments!in!order!to!prevent!damage!to!the!tissue!or!dilation!
of!the!vessels161.!!60mmHg!is!physiologically!relevant!to!fetal!life162,163,164,165.!The!
only! human! placental! microSCT! work! published! used! 100cm! H2O! perfusion!
pressure87! (equivalent! to! 74mmHg).! ! However! corrosion! casting! work! done! to!
investigate!the!fetoplacental!vascular!tree7,!and!!perfusion!work!done!to!investigate!
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higher! pressure! may! be! needed! to! fill! the! vasculature! completely! ex# vivo,! as!
vasoconstriction! and! vasospasm!may! occur! after! delivery,! and! it! has! not! been!
shown! that! higher! pressures! dilate! or! damage! vessels! in! the! short! timeframes!
needed!to!fill!the!vasculature!with!contrast!agent.!!
!
To! assess! the! effect! of! perfusion! pressure! eight! placentas! were! perfused! via!
chorionic! arteries! using! either:! manual! pressure! (n=4),! where! a! 20ml! syringe!
containing! the!contrast!agent!was!gently!manually! infused! into! the!vasculature,!
with!no!quantification!of!perfusion!pressure,!but!whilst!observing! for!vascular! fill!




There! was! no! significant! difference! in! mean! vascular! fill! between! manual! or!
controlled! 60mmHg! perfusion! pressure! (78%(±14%)! manual! vs! 78%(±22%)!
60mmHg!controlled!perfusion!pressure,!95%!CI!S7!to!6,!p=0.94!(Table!4!and!Figure!
23)).! 48%! (7309/15624)! of! vessels! were! perfused! using! manual! perfusion!
pressure,! compared! to! 38%! (5477/14332)! of! vessels! with! 60mmHg! perfusion!
pressure.!!
To! investigate! fill! by! vessel! size,! vessel! lumen! area! ranges! were! chosen! that!
related!to!different!vessel!types,!by!measuring!a!selection!of!vessels!on!histological!
slides!using!FIJI.!Capillaries!had!a! luminal!area! less! than!500µm2,! intermediate!
vessels!mostly!had!a!luminal!area!200S5000µm2,!and!stem!vessels!mostly!had!a!
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perfusion! pressure,! and! 78%! (2927/3765)! of! vessels! with! 60mmHg! perfusion!




with! 91%!of! vessels! having! a! lumen!area! smaller! than! 500µm! in! the! 60mmHg!




Whole! placental! perfusion! via! the! umbilical! artery! is! desirable! to! fill! the! entire!
fetoplacental! vascular! tree,!allowing! imaging!of! the!whole!placenta.! In!addition,!
given! the! complexity! of! the! microcirculation,! perfusing! centrally! may! fill! the!
circulation! more! completely! by! ensuring! all! tributary! vessels! to! and! area! are!
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perfused.! However,! perfusing! a! single! chorionic! artery,! and! therefore! only! a!
segment!of!the!placenta,!may!maintain!the!perfusion!pressure!better!downstream!
and! therefore! produce! a! more! even! vascular! fill.! This! is! the! technique! used!
previously!on!human!placentas87.!
!
To!assess! the!effect!of! cannulation! location,! four!placentas!were!perfused!with!
controlled! 60mmHg! perfusion! pressure! via! cannulation! of! an! umbilical! artery!
(perfusing!the!whole!placenta!due!to!Hyrtl’s!anastomosis),!and!blocks!were!taken!
from! locations! distributed! throughout! the! placental! parenchyma! (n=27).! One!





chorionic! artery,! 95%! CI! 0.3! to! 12,! p<0.05! (Table! 4! and! Figure! 23)).! 47%!









Both! the! arterial! and! venous! circulations!may! be! of! interest! to! investigators! in!
different! disease! settings.! In! FGR! the! arterial! circulation! is!most! likely! to! be! of!
interest,!as!discussed!in!the!introduction,!however,!it!is!the!venous!circulation!that!
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chance! of! them! dilating! during! perfusion,! resulting! in! unSphysiological!
measurements! and! causing! a! reduction! in! perfusion! pressure! and! incomplete!
perfusion!of!the!microcirculation.!!
!
To! assess! the! effect! of! perfusion! vessel! two! placentas! were! perfused! with!
controlled!60mmHg!perfusion!pressure!via!cannulation!of!the!umbilical!vein,!and!
blocks! taken! from! locations! throughout! the! placental! parenchyma! (n=8)! and!
prepared!for!histological!analysis.!The!results!were!compared!with!umbilical!artery!
perfusion!already!performed.!!
Umbilical! artery! perfusion! produced! higher! vascular! fill! than! umbilical! vein!
perfusion! (84%(±16%)! umbilical! artery! vs! 70%(±20%)! umbilical! vein,! 95%!





significant! difference! in! the!proportion!of! vessel! filled!by!arterial! compared!with!
venous!cannulation!with!an!area!of!200!to!500µm2!(84%(±16%)!umbilical!artery!vs!
60%(±15%)! umbilical! vein,! 95%! CI! 9! to! 39,! p<0.01! (Figure! 23))! and! 500! to!
1000µm2! (96%! (±6%)! umbilical! artery! vs! 86%! (±2%)! umbilical! vein,! 95%!
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#( 27( 186( 36((19)( 17263( 8062((47)( 84((16)(
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In( conclusion,( Microfil( was( the( superior( contrast( agent( as( it( did( not( leak(
extravascularly.( Using( controlled( continuous( 60mmHg( perfusion( pressure( or(
manual(perfusion(pressure(made(no(difference(to(fill,(however(central(cannulation(
location(was(superior(to(peripheral(chorionic(cannulation,(and(fill(was(significantly(




































































It( was( necessary( to( optimise( microXCT( imaging( parameters( to( maximise(
divergence(of(contrast(agent(filled(vessel(greyXscale(values(from(tissue(greyXscale(













more( photons( pass( through( the( tissue( without( interacting( with( the( tissue.( This(
makes( contrast( lower,( but( also( decreases( the( image( noise.( The( beam( energy(
needs( to( be( high( enough( to( sufficiently( penetrate( the( tissue( of( interest,( with( a(
minimum(of(10%(of(photons(passing(through(the(tissue(being(a(good(guide,(and(
minimise(the(image(noise,(but(low(enough(to(have(adequate(contrast.((










Technology,( available( at( http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Xcom/html(
/xcom1.html).(Unfortunately,( the(precise( ingredients( in(Microfil(are(not(available.(
However,( a( previous( group( estimated( the( composition( of( Microfil( based( on(
information( provided( within( the( material( safety( data( sheets,( measurements( of(
density( and( attenuation( coefficients( of( the( constituents( shipped( by( the(
manufacturer,(and(comparison(with(similar(siliconeXrubber(based(compounds(with(



























Curing(Agent( Ethyl(silicate( C8H20O4Si( 1.95(




















sudden( increase( in( the(attenuation( coefficient( occurs( at( the( photon(energy( just(
above(the(binding(energy(of(the(KXshell(electron(of(the(atoms(interacting(with(the(
photons( and( is( known( as( the( KXedge.( In( theory( contrast( can( be( optimised( by(
producing(a(high(number(of(photons(at(the(KXedge(of(the(material(being(imaged.(
However,( the( difference( in( attenuation( coefficient( at( lower( energy( levels( is( still(
higher.( Lowest( energy( levels( would( therefore( likely( provide( the( best( contrast,(
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placenta( and( Microfil( a( 2x2cm( full( thickness( block( of( human( placenta( was(
repeatedly( imaged(adjacent( to(a(3mm( internal(diameter( tube( filled(with(Microfil,(
starting(with(a(tube(energy(of(30kV,(and(increasing(to(100kV(in(increments(of(10kV.(
Imaging( was( repeated( using( the( Tungsten,( Copper( and( Molybdenum( targets.(










660( and( 1320( of( the( 2000( slice( volume.( These( slices( were( chosen( because(
preliminary(work(showed(the(background(noise(changed(with(slice(height((Figure(
27).(Choosing(the(slices(one(third(and(two(third(through(the(volume(ensured(the(























= ( Placenta(Grey(Scale(Value − Microfil(Grey(Scale(ValueStandard(Deviation(of(Signal(of(Air (
( ( ( ( ( ( MicroXCT(Contrast(to(noise(ratio(
(
The(standard(deviation(was(taken(in(air,(as(placenta(is(a(heterogenous(tissue(and(
therefore( the(standard(deviation(of(signal( in(placenta( is( large.(Air(was( therefore(
used( as( a( proxy.( Results( are( shown( in( Figure( 28.( As( expected,( contrast( was(
greatest( at( low( energy( levels,( with( contrast( steadily( decreasing( as( energy(
increased.(The(molybdenum(target(produced(the(highest(contrast(throughout(the(
energy( levels,( and( copper( the( lowest.( Noise( was( greatest( at( the( lower( energy(
levels,(with(the(spectrum(produced(by(the(molybdenum(target(having(higher(noise(






































































































Using( the( optimised( tissue( preparation( and( imaging( protocol,( the( fetoLplacental(






































This( work( was( feasible( due( to( the( automated( approach( used( for( histological(
analysis.( The( segmentation( of( each( class( was( not( perfect,( due( to( the( large(
variability( of( appearances( of( histological( micrographs.( However,( the( validation(
showed(that(the(system(produced(reliable(results,(sufficient(for(the(work.(
In( the( work( investigating( perfusion( methods,( a( total( of( 360( micrographs( were(
analysed( using( the( automated( process,( measuring( and( recording( the( area( of(
62,722( vessel( lumens( in( total.( To( do( this( manually( would( not( be( feasible.( In(
addition,(manual(measurement(would(have(inherent(limitations(due(to(human(error(
and(fatigue.((








calculated( good( vascular( fill,( as( empty( vessels( are( categorised( as( perfused(
vessels.( However,( although( some( Microfil( can( be( lost( in( the( production( of(
histological(slides,(it(is(unlikely(that(it(would(all(fall(out(from(a(wellLperfused(section.(
As(it(was(impossible(to(know(if(these(areas(had(been(perfused(it(was(decided(to(
exclude(sections(where( there(was(no(Microfil(present( from(analysis,(but( to(note(
them( as( a( result( of( interest.( Otherwise( the( analysis( worked( well,( with( manual(









Vascular( fill( was(more( complete(with( cannulation( of( the( umbilical( artery,( at( the(
center(of(the(vascular(tree,(which(may(be(because(all(the(vessels(feeding(into(an(
area(were(perfused,(maximising(the(delivery(of(contrast(agent.(Perfusion(pressure(
did( not( appear( to( affect( vascular( perfusion.( Fill( was( significantly( worse( after(



















Some( sections(were( excluded( as( no(Microfil( was( present( in( any( vessel.(When(
comparing(manual(and(controlled(perfusion(pressures(a(similar(number(of(sections(
were(excluded(from(each(group((3(and(2(respectively).(However,( in( the(case(of(
whole( versus( segmental( perfusion,( and( arterial( versus( venous,( the( number( of(
excluded(slides(was(quite(different((6(whole(vs(2(segmental,(6(arterial(vs(0(venous).((
Why(some(sections(were(not(perfused(is(uncertain.(It(is(possible(something(in(the(
tissue( preparation( resulted( in( the( Microfil( falling( out( of( the( vessels( from( these(
slides,(such(as(it(washing(out(when(the(tissue(was(cut.((It(is(also(possible(these(
areas( of( tissue( were( perfused( with( heparinised( saline( but( not( Microfil,( due( to(
Microfil’s( higher( viscosity.( There(was( no( recurring( spatial( pattern( for(where( the(
blocks( were( taken( from( within( the( placentas,( with( regard( to( proximity( to( cord(
insertion(or(placental(edge.((
When(the(data(is(looked(at(from(the(perspective(of(the(number(of(slides(excluded(














order( to( develop( imaging( parameters( that( optimised( the( contrast( to( noise( ratio(
between(placenta(and(microfil.(
The( highest( contrast( between( Microfil( and( placenta( was( at( 30kV( tube( energy(
levels.( In(general(contrast( is(highest(between(different(density(structures(at( low(
energy( levels,( fitting( with( these( results.( However( lower( energy( spectra( have(




sufficient( to(penetrate( the(whole(perfused(placenta,(due( to( the( large(quantity(of(
tissue(to(penetrate(when(the(placenta(was(perpendicular(to(the(detector.(80kV(was(
sufficient( energy( to( penetrate( the( whole( perfused( placenta,( and( produce( high(
quality(imaging.((
Other(studies(have(not( reported( the( target(material(used.(The(most( likely( target(
material(is(Tungsten,(as(this(is(what(most(manufacturers(use(for(their(target.(This(
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work( found(molybdenum( gave( the( highest( CNR.( This( is( probably( because( the(
characteristic(peaks(in(the(molybdenum(spectrum(occur(at(17.6keV(and(19.7keV,(
ideal( for( imaging( at( 50kV.( However,( the( difference( between( tungsten( and(








In( conclusion,( this(work( investigated( perfusion( of( the( human( term( fetoplacental(
vascular(tree,(and(microLCT(imaging(parameters,(and(then(presents(an(optimised(
methodology( for( perfusion( and( microLCT( imaging( of( the( human( fetoplacental(
vascular(tree.((






















Exposure(time((ms)( 2400( Not(reported( 1000(
















Variation( in( vascularisation( through( the( human( placenta( is( not( well( defined.(
Standard( histological( approaches( of( placental( examination( lack( the( spatial(
resolution( to(do( this.(They(are(also( limited( in(only( imaging( the( twoLdimensional(
structure.(
In( this(chapter( I(present(data( from(whole(placenta(microLCT( imaging(of(normal,(
term( placenta.( This( is( the( first( work( to( investigate( threeLdimensional( vascular(
density(throughout(the(placenta,(and(to(investigate(if(there(is(a(consistent(spatial(
pattern(in(vascular(density(between(placentas.(((
I( show( that( there( is( a( large( degree( of( variation( in( vascular( density( within( and(
between(normal(term(placentas,(and(that(there(is(no(consistent(spatial(pattern(with(
regard(to(placental(structure.((This(work(is(important(because(no(one(has(quantified(
the(normal( term(fetoLplacental(vascular(density(at( this(scale,(and(so( there( is(no(
normal(definition(against(which(pathology(can(be(compared.(The(work(shows(that(











•( Birth( weight( above( the( 10th( centile( (notLcustomised),( with( no( neonatal(











































1( 31( 22( Never( 39+4( Breech(presentation( 3504((76)(
2( 37( 23( Never( 39+0( Maternal(choice( 3950((94)(


























9( 34( 34( Never( 38+5( Previous(caesarean(section( 2730((20)(















The( placental( weight,( volume( measured( from( whole( placenta( micro<CT( in(
MATLAB,(Cord(Centrality(Index((CCI)(and(Placental(Eccentricity((PE)(measure(for(
each(placenta(are(shown(in(Table(9.(Placental(weight(was(plotted(against(placental(
volume( to( check( they( correlated( (Figure( 31).( There( was( a( strong( correlation(




The( placentas( were( ordered( by( CCI( throughout( this( chapter,( to( allow( easy(
recognition(of(trends(in(the(data(correlating(with(cord(insertion(site.(The(mean(CCI(
was(0.29(±0.25),(and(the(mean(PE(was(0.61(±0.15).(These(results(are(similar(to(




























1( 710( 511( 0.06( 0.68(
2( 745( 601( 0.08( 0.52(
3( 681( 495( 0.08( 0.49(
4( 712( 478( 0.09( 0.34(
5( 551( 408( 0.17( 0.71(
6( MD( 390( 0.33( 0.81(
7( 707( 488( 0.34( 0.63(
8( 687( 496( 0.34( 0.43(
9( 666( 412( 0.66( 0.75(
10( 596( 372( 0.77( 0.70(
Mean(
(±SD)(














































Whole( placenta( micro<CT( imaging( allowed( visualisation( of( vessels( down( to(















1( 8( 100((0)( 100(
2( 6( 97((8)( 77(
3( 7( 99((3)( 91(
4( 4( 77((40)( 10(
5( 6((1(block(NA)( 87((31)( 17(
6( 8( 100((0)( 100(
7( 6( 98((5)( 7(
8( 6( 98((3)( 91(
9( 7( 99((2)( 95(
10( 7( 100((1)( 97(























Whole(placenta( vascular( density(was( calculated(by(dividing( the( total( volume(of(
voxels( thresholded( as( vessel,( by( the( total( volume( of( voxels( thresholded( as(
placenta,(multiplied(by(100,(for(every(case.(Results(are(shown(in(Table(11.(
The(placenta(was( then(subdivided,(using( the(umbilical( territory(placental(masks(
described( in(chapter(2,( to(show( the(vascular(density(of( the( two(umbilical(artery(








clearly( visible( lobules( seen( on( volume( data,( suggesting( high( fill( and(
vascularisation,(shown(in(Figure(34.(There(was(no(difference(in(vascular(density(









































1( 1.86( 214( 1.76( 296( 1.94( 1.4(
2( 1.04( 226( 0.75( 375( 1.21( 3.2(
3( 1.40( 116( 1.14( 379( 1.49( 3.3(
4( 1.23( 149( 0.85( 330( 1.40( 2.2(
5( 2.76( 103( 3.68( 306( 2.46( 3.0(
6( 1.48( 167( 1.25( 223( 1.65( 1.3(
7( 1.17( 202( 0.99( 285( 1.13( 1.4(
8( 1.15( 85( 0.48( 412( 1.29( 4.9(
9( 1.90( 83( 1.29( 329( 2.05( 4.0(
10( 3.11( 78( 2.34( 294( 3.31( 3.8(
Mean(


























a( different( function( within( the( placenta.( The( chorionic( vessels( deliver( blood(
throughout(the(tissue(volume(whilst(the(villous(vessels(form(independent(functional(
lobules( for( exchange.( As( such,( vessels( in( these( trees( have( different( roles( and(
regulation,(and(different(changes(may(be(seen(in(association(with(pathology.(
The(whole(placenta(vascular(tree(was(separated(by(size(thresholding,(into(vessels(
with( a( radius( greater( 6( voxels( (699µm),( representing( the( chorionic( tree,( and(
vessels(with(a(radius(less(than(or(equal(to(6(voxels,(representing(the(villous(tree.(
This( arbitrary( threshold( was( chosen( as( it( appeared( to( separate( the( superficial(
Chapter(4(
133(































































The( villous( vascular( density( was( calculated( for( each( placenta,( by( dividing( the(
number( of( voxels( thresholded( as( villous( vessel,( by( the( total( number( of( voxels(
thresholded(as( tissue(and(vessel( in(each(column(of( voxels(within( the(placental(





























To( investigate( villous( vessel( density(with( distance( from(cord( insertion,( vascular(
















To( investigate( this( further,( normalised( placenta( distance(maps(were( used.( The(









































































































To( further( investigate( this,( histograms( were( drawn( showing( the( distribution( of(
tissue(distance(from(closest(villous(vessel((Figure(44).((This(shows(that(throughout(
the(placentas,(at(this(depth,(the(majority(of(tissue(is(within(5mm(of(a(large(villous(



































































Radius(distributions(of( both( the( chorionic(and( villous( vascular( trees( showed(no(
relationship( to( eccentricity( of( cord( insertion( site.( This( is( expected( in( the( villous(
vascular(tree,(however(previous(work(in(the(chorionic(tree(has(reported(different(
branching(patterns(in(central(and(eccentric(cord(insertion,(with(the(trees(of(more(







have( the(sensitivity( to(detect( this,(or( that( the(cord( insertions(were(not(eccentric(
enough,(and(it(is(another(area(for(further(work.(
(
Whole( placental( imaging( allowed( investigation( of( villous( vessels( down( to(
approximately(117µm(diameter.(The(mean(vascular(density(of(these(vessels(was(
0.5(±0.51)%.( This( shows( a( large( degree( of( heterogeneity( between( normal(
placenta.(There(was(no(consistent(spatial(pattern(in(vascular(density(through(the(
placental(tissue,(however(there(was(a(trend(towards(reduced(vascular(density(in(
the(peripheral(20%(of( the( tissue.( It( is(possible( that( the(reduction(seen( is(due(to(
reduced(fill(at(the(extremities,(however(the(findings(are(consistent(with(the(work(of(
Fox( et( al,( who( found( an( increase( in( hypovascular( and( avascular( villi( near( the(




expected( as( the( vessels( continue( to( branch( into( smaller( vessels,( beyond( the(
resolution(of(this(imaging.(In(addition,(only(a(few(villi(traverse(the(whole(placental(
depth( (anchoring( villi),( with( most( floating( freely( within( the( parenchyma,( so( the(
density(is(likely(to(reduce(towards(the(basal(plate.(The(mean(distance(from(a(villous(











Attempts(were(made( to( limit( the( effect( of( poor( perfusion( by( first( optimising( the(
perfusion(technique,(and(secondly(examining(all(tissue(histologically(after(imaging(















More(advanced(algorithms(exist( that(may( improve( the(segmentation,(combining(
greyQscale( thresholding( and( algorithms( that( grow( the( vascular( tree( based( on(













reappearing,( so( location( along( the( surface( will( not( be( entirely( successful( in(
separating(the(trees.(Determining(the(best(way(to(separate(these(trees(is(another(
area(requiring(further(technical(optimisation.(
Improved( segmentation( of( vessels( would( improve( derived( analysis( such( as(
skeletonisation,( and( with( this( more( advanced( analysis( it( would( be( possible( to(
examine( in( detail( the( branching( structure( and( tortuosity( as( has( been( done( by(
Rennie(et(al( in(mice85.(This(has(been(attempted( in( corrosion(cast( imaging(with(
microQCT(by(Junaid(et(al88.(The(software(they(used(however(was(limited(as(it(was(
not(optimised(for(placental(data,(and(was(not(capable(of(locating(the(vascular(tree(






imaged( with( a( voxel( size( of( 116.5µm.( ( We( show( there( is( a( great( degree( of(
heterogeneity( within( and( between( normal( placentas.( No( repeating( pattern( in(
vascular(density(with(proximity(to(cord(insertion(site(or(placental(edge(was(found,(


























assuming( vessels( are( transected( perpendicularly.( ( Therefore,( to( investigate(








Vascular( fill( is( shown( in( Table( 14.(Block( location,(with( regard( to( umbilical( cord(
insertion( and( placental( edge,( was( plotted( against( vascular( fill( to( check( for( any(










































1( 85((21)( 34( 99( 6(
2( 59((30)( 18( 89( 3(
3( 68((26)( 23( 95( 3(
4( 58((34)( 8( 91( 3(
5( 55((20)( 18( 75( 2(
6( 85((18)( 43( 94( 6(
7( 62((23)( 47( 93( 3(
8( 70((25)( 16( 93( 4(
9( 72((19)( 46( 97( 4(
10( 74((21)( 37( 99( 4(

















radius.(This( represents(a( large(proportion(of( the( fetoplacental(vascular( tree,(but(


































showing( the( distribution( of( vascular( density( throughout( the( data.( Block( villous(
vascular(density(ranged(from(1(to(13%.(The(mean(villous(vascular(density(was(4(
(±2)%.(
To( investigate( the(variation( in(villous(vascular(density(between( the(placentas,(a(
box( plot( was( drawn( (Figure( 47).( Villous( vascular( density( within( one( placenta(
commonly( varied( by( up( to( 4%,( representing( a( 100Q150%( increase( in( vascular(
density( between( blocks.( A( KruskalQWallis( H( test( showed( that( there( was( no(
































and( between( normal,( term( placentas,( imaged( with( an( isotropic( voxel( size( of(
13.5µm.(No(spatial(relationship(between(villous(vascular(density,(and(the(distance(






























To( examine( the( villous( vascular( density( including( the( terminal( capillaries(
histological(data(was(used.(Only(micrographs(taken(from(the(lower(half(of(the(full(






placentas( (Figure( 49).( The( vascular( density( of( blocks( from( one( placenta( often(
varied( by( 10%,( representing( an( increase( in( vascular( density( of( 50%( between(
blocks( from( one( placenta.( A( KruskalQWallis( H( test( showed( that( there( was( a(
statistically( significant( difference( in( the( mean( ranks( of( villous( vascular( density(
between( placentas,( (p<0.01).( PostQhoc( pairwise( comparisons( were( performed(
using(Dunn’s(procedure(with(a(Bonferroni(correction(for(multiple(comparisons.(The(





















































This( work( systematically( investigated( the( threeQdimensional( villous( vascular(
density( of( the(normal( human(placenta,( and( investigated( if( there( is( a( consistent(
spatial( pattern( in( vascular( density( between( placentas.( ( This( work( is( important(




Block( placental( imaging( benefited( from( higher( resolution( compared( to( whole(
placental( imaging,(but( this(was(at( the(cost(of( field(of(view.( Imaging(eight(blocks(
from(one(placenta(only(imaged(on(average(1%(of(the(placental(volume.(However,(
the( increased(magnification( allowed( visualisation( of( vessels( in( the( villous( tree,(
excluding(only(the(terminal(capillaries.((
Histological(analysis(was(performed(to(allow(visualisation(of(all(vessels(within(the(
villous( vascular( tree,( including( terminal( capillaries.( The( disadvantage( of( this(
method(was(that(the(vessels(were(only(seen(in(twoQdimensional(cross(section,(and(
























peripherally,( which( were( analysed( using( 2D( histological( slides,( and( manual(
measurements(of(vessel(area.(This(approach(sampled(approximately(0.05%(of(the(
total( placental( tissue( volume( and( imaged( even( less.( The( MicroQCT( technique(





all( levels(of( the( fetoplacental( vascular( tree,( and(at( different( locations(within( the(
human,(term(placenta,(but(that(there(is(no(repeatable(pattern(in(the(spatial(pattern,(
in( relation( to( the( placental( structure.( To( sample( a( placenta( adequately( to(




The( microQCT( measure( of( vascular( density( in( this( work( is( different( from( that(










they(were(unable( to( follow( the( vascular( tree,( and( therefore(not(able( to(perform(
more( advanced( analysis,( for( example( looking( at( branching( patterns.( In( future(
multiscale( microQCT( imaging( studies,( a( third( sampling( of( a( small( volume( of(
placental( block( tissue,( and( imaging( of( the( villous( area( at( a( higher( degree( of(






the( advantage( of( a( nonQdestructive( imaging( technique,( allowing( histological(











However,( the( data( is( extremely( large( and( complex,( making( it( computationally(







































perfusionS( DiffusionQrElaxation( Combined( Imaging( for( Detailed( Placental(
Evaluation((DECIDE).(I(then(present(the(methodology(used(for(placental(MRI(and(
image(analysis(in(this(thesis.((


















DiffusionQrElaxation( Combined( Imaging( for( Detailed( Placental( Evaluation(
(DECIDE)( is( a( multiQcompartment( model( of( placental( perfusion( that( aims( to(


















Where* f* is( the( vascular( fraction,( d** the* pseudoQdiffusion( coefficient,( and( d( the(





to( account( for( this( in( the(model( is( likely( to( result( in( incorrect( estimation( of( the(
relative(blood(fractions(in(each(compartment,(resulting(in(the(vascular(fraction((f)*
being( over( estimated180.( The( addition( of( T2( relaxation( time( to( the( model( may(
therefore( improve(the(estimation(of(both(compartments((f,*and(1Qf).( ( (Adding(T2(
relaxation(to(the(IVIM(model(gives(the(equation:(
(
S(b, TE) = S& fe)*+∗)34/367 + 1 − f e)*+)34/368 (
T2QIVIM(Equation*
(
Where( TE( is( echo( time,( T2b( the( T2( relaxation( time( of( blood,( and( T2t( the( T2(
relaxation(time(of(tissue.((
This( equation( is( a( physiologically( relevant( model( for( the( perfusion( of( most(
abdominal( organs,( separating( the( perfusing( blood( and( tissue( compartments.(









T2(relaxation( time(relating( to( tissue.(This(gives( the( three(compartment(DECIDE(
model:(
(















transfusion( syndrome( (TTTS)( and( other( complex( twin( pregnancies.( In( order( to(
perform(research(MRI(on(pregnant(participants(with(a(normal(fetus(or(to(extend(the(












Optimisation( work( was( first( performed( on( the( liver( of( nonQpregnant( healthy(






































From( these( the(Hadlock( B( formula181( was( used( to( calculate( an( estimated( fetal(














Imaging( was( performed( on( a( 1.5T( Siemens( Avanto( (Siemens( Healthcare,(
Germany).(Table(14(shows(the(image(acquisition(protocol.(The(shortest(TE,(and(
the(bQvalue(increments(were(constrained(by(the(MR(machine.(The(repetition(time(




















to(minimise( noise( from(movement( entering( the( analysis,( whilst( maximising( the(
amount(of(tissue(included.(All(slices(where(the(tissue(of(interest(was(clearly(visible(
were(included,(to(maximise(the(proportion(of(the(tissue(investigated((Figure(53).((

























for( bQvalues( greater( than( 100s.mmQ2.( This( was( done( because( diffusion(
weighted( imaging(has( low(signal( to(noise(and( fitting( the(diffusion(coefficient(




average(signal(curve( for( the(whole(area(of( interest,(which(was( initiated(with(
estimation(of(f(of(0.4,(and(d*(of(0.05.(The(parameter(estimates(from(this(were(
























Assessment( of( placental( function( in* vivo( is( essential( as( placental( pathologies(














Liver( MR( imaging( was( performed( on( six( nonQpregnant,( healthy( volunteers.( All(

































































f* 0.33((0.03)( 0.13((0.03)( 0.12((0.02)(
d*(mm2sQ1)* 0.070((0.007)( 0.063((0.005)( 0.072((0.007)(





Five(women(with( complicated( twin(pregnancies(were( imaged,( see(Table(17( for(
details.( All( women( gave( written( informed( consented( for( additional( research(




































































the( four( placental( cases( imaged(using( the(new(acquisition(protocol,( an( IVIM( fit(
using(three(b(values((0,(50,(200s.mmQ2)(was(applied(at(four(echo(times((90,(120,(
150,(180ms).(































90( 0.32( 0.32( 0.19( 0.26(
0.27(
(0.06)(
120( 0.35( 0.38( 0.20( 0.31(
0.31(
(0.08)(
150( 0.40( 0.43( 0.21( 0.35(
0.35(
(0.09)(



















The(vascular( fraction(maps(had(a( lobular(appearance,(suggestive(of( the( lobular(
pattern( of( fetal( placental( perfusion.( This( became( less( apparent( in( the( T2QIVIM(
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blood( and( abdominal( tissue( taken( from( the( literature( may( not( be( accurate( for(








































IVIM(and(T2QIVIM(models(were( then(applied,(but( instead(of( fixing(T2(values( for(
blood( and( myometrium,( the( T2( relaxation( times( were( fitted( as( additional(
parameters.(The(previously(used(estimations(were(applied(to(initiate(the(average(
signal(curve(fit((240ms(for(T2(blood((T2b)(and(46ms(for(T2(myometrium((T2t)).(The(









































f( 0.44((0.03)( 0.45((0.2)( 0.41((0.2)(
0.43((
(0.02)(





194((111)( 235((127)( 262((104)( 230((34)(












The( mean( value( for( maternal( blood( T2( relaxation( time,( 230(±34)( ms,( is( in(





























































Fixed(T2( 0.12((0.08)( 0.26((0.14)( 0.30((0.12)( 0.16((0.07)( 0.16((0.09)( 0.20((0.16)(
Fitted(T2( 0.22((0.19)( 0.25((0.13)( 0.24((0.14)( 0.15((0.09)( 0.22((0.16)( 0.21((0.04)(
d*((mm2sL1)(
Fixed(T2( 0.034((0.04)( 0.030((0.02)( 0.028((0.02)( 0.026((0.01)( 0.024((0.02)( 0.028((0.004)(
Fitted(T2( 0.052((0.08)( 0.039((0.06)( 0.029((0.03)( 0.025((0.02)( 0.028((0.04)( 0.036((0.01)(
!(
Fixed(T2( 0.33((0.24)( 0.63((0.37)( 0.66((0.25)( 0.59((0.30)( 0.34((0.22)( 0.51((0.16)(











to(divide( the(signal( into( three(compartments.(The(model( is(unique(because( the(
placenta(in(unique(–(being(perfused(simultaneously(by(two((or(more)(individuals.(




of( 0.33( (±0.03),( compared( to( the( T2IIVIM(model( which( gave( a(mean( vascular(
fraction((f)(of(0.13((±0.03).(This(decrease( in(vascular( fraction(to(one(third(of( the(
original(value(is(comparable(to(that(reported(by(Jerome(et(al186(who(found(a(mean(
liver(vascular( fraction(of(0.28( (±0.06)(with(a(standard( IVIM( fit,(which( fell( to(0.18(
(±0.07)(when(T2(was(added(to(the(fitting.(Additional(work((in(the(placenta)(fitting(
the(standard(IVIM(model(to(data(acquired(at(different(echo(times(further(confirmed(








(mean( f(=(0.12( (±0.02)),(and(a( low(nonIvascular(blood( fraction( (mean(!(=(0.09(
(±0.04)).(The( low(value( for(!( is(expected(as( this( fluid(pool( is(not( relevant( to( the(
human( liver( (with( gallbladder( excluded).( This( data( showed( the(model( fit( to( be(
Chapter(7(
204(
feasible,(and( results( to(be(consistent(with(previous( results( in( the( literature,(and(
those(expected(biologically.(
The( model( was( then( applied( to( a( heterogeneous( placental( imaging( dataset,(








are( comparable( with( those( reported( in( the( literature( (Table( 23)( 119,120,128,187.(
However,(there(is(a(larger(degree(of(variability(within(reported(values.(This(likely(





















The(T2IIVIM(model( fit(gave(a(mean(vascular( fraction((f)(of(0.47((±0.16).(This( is(
interesting( as( adding( T2( relaxation( time( to( the( model( fit( in( the( liver( dataset(
decreased(the(vascular(fraction,(for(reasons(described(above.(The(reason(this(was(
not(the(case(in(placenta(may(be(that(the(T2IIVIM(model(is(not(biologically(relevant(
to( the(placenta.(The(T2( relaxation( time(of( the(second(compartment( in( this( twoI
compartment(model(was(fixed(at(46ms.(As(this(compartment(comprises(not(only(
of( tissue( but( also( maternal( blood,( with( high( T2( value,( the( model( may( have(
compensated(for(the(forced(low(T2(value(in(the(second(compartment(by(increasing(











































1.5( 140( 36.2( NR( NR(
Siauve(et(al(
2017187(




providing( a( high( T2( relaxation( nonIvascular( blood( compartment( and( a( tissue(








the( advantage( of( allowing( for( biological( variation( between( subjects,( as( well( as(










blood,(maternal(blood(and( tissue.(However,( fitting(six(parameters(would( require(
excellent( signal( to( noise( ratio,( and( is( not( currently( feasible( with( this( data( set.(
Maternal( blood( T2( relaxation( time( was( therefore( investigated( first,( using( the(
retroplacental( myometrium.( This( was( chosen( as( it( simplified( the( model,( only(
needing(to(fit(two(compartments.(In(addition,(this(is(likely(to(be(a(relevant(tissue(in(
investigating(fetal(pathology,(as(differences(in(spiral(artery(perfusion(are(known(to(




time,( in(addition( to( f(and(d*.(This(gave(a(mean(blood(T2( relaxation( time(of(230(
(±34)ms,(and(a(mean(tissue(T2(relaxation(time(of(153((±26)ms.(Unlike(Jerome(et(
al186,( the( relaxation( time( for(blood( is(consistent(with(previous(estimations( in( the(












known( to(be(affected(by(oxygen(saturation,(and( fetal(blood( is(known( to(be( less(























time( of( 1000ms(when( compared( to( the( other( data( sets.( There( was( no( excess(
motion( in( the( imaging,( and( the( pregnancy( continued( normally( so( there( is( no(
biological(explanation(for(this.(Values(of(1000ms(for(T2(relaxation(time(are(unlikely(
to(represent(biological(signal,(so(are(most(likely(due(to(a(problem(with(the(imaging(












when( T2( relaxation( time( is( underIestimated( the( vascular( fraction( is( underI




some( way( to( explaining( the( complexity( of( the( system186.( In( MRI( model( fitting,(
attempting(to(fit(too(many(parameters(will(lead(to(over(fitting,(and(the(possibility(of(
covariant( parameters186.( In( addition,( the( data(may( not( have( sufficient( signal( to(
noise( ratio( to(allow(multiple(parameters( to(be(simultaneously( fitted.(Conversely,(
fitting(insufficient(parameters(will(cause(bias(in(the(parameters(that(are(fitted,(which(






by( its( inability( to( model( the( complex( transfer( of( oxygen( and( water( between(
compartments.( It( also( simplifies( complex(maternal( and( fetal( perfusion( into( two(




with( uterine( and( umbilical( artery( Doppler( studies,( which( are( the( current( gold(







Assuming( the( model( is( biologically( relevant( it( would( be( ideal( to( fit( seven(
parameters(simultaneously(–( f,%d*,%d,(!,(and(the(T2(relaxation(times(of( fetal(and(
maternal(blood,(and(tissue.(This(is(not(feasible(with(the(SNR(of(the(current(data.(
This( may( be( improved( in( the( future( by( performing( more( repetitions( in( image(
acquisition,(but(this(is(at(the(expense(of(time,(and(clinical(imaging(time(constraints(





time( is( the( most( important( to( fit.( This( is( because( it( is( likely( to( have( the( most(
pathologically(relevant(variability.(Fetuses(with(a(poorly( functioning(placenta(are(
known(to(develop(hypoxia194.(Fitting(the(fetal(blood(relaxation(time(may(therefore(




novel( three( compartment( model( that( is( both( biologically( relevant,( and( has( the(
advantage(of( joint(modelling( IVIM(and(T2(relaxometry.(Perfusion( imaging(of( the(
placenta(with(MR(may(allow(a(deeper(understanding(of(significant(fetal(pathologies(
such( as( early( and( late( onset( fetal( growth( restriction,( and( complications( of( twin(






the( human( placenta.( The(DECIDE(model( fits( the( vascular( fraction( (f),( pseudoI
diffusion( coefficient( (d*),( nonIvascular( blood( fraction( (!),( and( fetal( blood( T2(





















values( for(myometrial( f,( d*,( and( T2( of(maternal( blood( and(myometrium.( I( also(








































































1*( 29+1( 1389((83)( 1.2((64)( 1.53((8)( 1.28((4)( 0.64( 0.66( 0.65((17)( 3240((43)(
2( 31+3( 2208((100)( 0.94((41)( 1.71((21)( 1.82((25)( MD( MD( MD( (3660((62)(
3( 28+4( 1237((41)( 0.91((27)( 2.22((66)( 2.44((78)( MD( MD( MD( 3487((29)(
4( 34+0( 2384((75)( 1.06((64)( 2.21((80)( 2.08((46)( 0.7( 0.53( 0.615((25)( 3724((68)(
5( 28+5( 1240((63)( 0.93((29)( 1.85((28)( 1.99((43)( 1.04( 3.58( 2.31((>99)( MD(
6*( 31+1( 1573((27)( 1.12((64)( 1.42((5)( 1.26((4)( 0.86( 0.64( 0.79((49)( 2855((32)(


































































































































varied( with( depth( through( the( placenta,( distance( maps( were( created( from( the(
placenta( masks.( These( took( the( basal( plate( to( be( zero,( and( normalised( the(
distance(to(the(chorionic(plate(on(a(scale(of(zero(to(ten.(The(mean(and(standard(
deviation(of(f(and(!(were(then(calculated(in(each(of(the(ten(strata(for(every(placenta,(





plate( between( cases.( Instead( the( mean( remained( relatively( stable( with( depth.(
There(was(however(a(large(degree(of(standard(deviation(in(the(mean(value.(This(




























to( perfusion( over( the( whole( placenta,( the( maternal?fetal( perfusion( ratio( was(
calculated(as:(
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time( at( different( oxygen( saturation( levels185.( An( empirical( curve(was( fitted( (see(
Chapter( 8,( Figure( 62),( that( estimates( fetal( blood( oxygenation( from( blood( T2(
relaxation(times((or(vice(versa)(using(the(equation(below.(




This(equation(was(used( to(apply(a(voxel?wise( fit(of( fetal(blood(saturation( to( the(
whole(placenta( in( the(six( cases.(Example(slice(parametric(maps(are(shown( for(
Chapter(8(
226(





















The( DECIDE( imaging( model( may( allow( non?invasive( estimation( of( fetal( blood(




This( chapter( investigates( the( T2?IVIM( model( of( myometrial( perfusion,( and( the(
DECIDE( model( of( placental( perfusion,( within( a( cohort( of( normally( grown(
pregnancies.( It( shows( that( the(model( is( feasible( to( fit( in( the(majority( of( cases,(
Chapter(8(
228(
although(minimal(motion( is(essential,( especially( in( the(case(of( the(myometrium(
where(there(is(only(a(thin(band(of(tissue.((
(
The( myometrium( allows( investigation( of( maternal( perfusion( without( the(
interference(of(fetal(perfusion(signal.(This(is(useful(for(estimation(of(maternal(blood(
T2(relaxation(time,(important(because(this(value(is(set(within(the(DECIDE(model.(
However,( it(may(also(be(a(useful( tissue( to( investigate.(Placental( insufficiency( is(
caused(by(poor(spiral(artery(remodeling(in(the(first(trimester,(leading(to(low(volume,(
high(pressure(blood(flow25,26.(It( is(therefore(possible(that(f(will(be(reduced(in(the(
myometrium( of( women( with( placental( insufficiency,( and( this( may( be( an( early(
marker( of( poor( invasion( and( high( risk( of( placental( insufficiency.( ( Imaging( the(
myometrium( may( also( be( beneficial( in( other( pathologies,( such( as( morbidly(
adherent(placentas.(Both(the(standard(IVIM(and(T2?IVIM(model(gave(high(values(
for( f( and(d*( in( this( normal( cohort,( which( is( expected(within( the( highly( vascular(
pregnant(retro?placental(myometrium.(The(T2?IVIM(model(gave(a(mean(maternal(
blood(T2(relaxation(time(of(202((±93)ms,(and(a(myometrial(T2(relaxation(time(of(









240ms).( However,( fetal( blood( is( different( from( adult( blood.( Haemoglobin,( the(
oxygen(carrying(protein( in(blood,( is(composed(of( four(protein(subunits(and( four(











umbilical( vein( is( estimated( to( be( 85%( saturated190.( Haematocrit( and( oxygen(
saturation( are( known( to( affect( T2( relaxation( times,(with( T2( time( decreasing( as(
haematocrit(increases(and(oxygen(saturation(decreases200.(It(is(therefore(feasible(
for(the(T2(of(fetal(blood(to(be(significantly(lower(than(the(T2(of(maternal(blood.((
Using(work(by(Portnoy(et(al185,(who( reported( the(T2( relaxation( times(of(ex!vivo(
umbilical(cord(blood(at(different(oxygen(saturations,(the(T2(relaxation(time(of(fetal(
blood( was( converted( into( a( non?invasive( estimation( of( fetal( blood( oxygen(
saturation.(This(allows(us(to(estimate(fetal(blood(oxygenation(without(an(invasive(






The(maternal?fetal( perfusion( ratio( is( an(attempt( to( investigate( the( correlation(of(
maternal(and(fetal(perfusion(throughout(the(placenta.(This(is(interesting(because(
it(is(hypothesised(that(the(placenta(matches(fetal(to(maternal(perfusion,(to(optimise(
efficiency201.( This( data( suggests( that( the(majority( of( voxels( showed(a( ratio( just(





relationship( was( found( between( either( parameter( and( distance( from( basal( to(
chorionic(plate.(This(result(may(be(expected(for(f,(which(is(a(measure(of(flow,(rather(




The(main( limitation(of( this(work( is( the(difficulty( in( registering(data.(Although( the(
placenta(is(easier(to(image(and(register(than(the(moving(fetus,(it(is(still(challenging,(
being( an( intra?abdominal( organ,( and( therefore( subject( to( non?rigid(motion( from(
maternal( breathing( and( bowel( motion.( In( addition,( large( fetal( movements( can(







the(model( fitting.(As(described( in( the(method(every( slice(was( imaged(41( times(
using(different(TE(and(b(values.(When(comparing(voxels(in(one(slice(by(distance,(
a( voxel( close( to( the( basal( plate( when( imaged( with( one( set( of( acquisition(
parameters,(could(be( in(the(middle(of( the(placenta( in(the(next,(due(to(motion( in(
between(acquisitions((Figure(72).(This(makes(the(distance(data(difficult(to(interpret.(


















This(work( is(on?going,(collecting(more(data( from(a( larger(sample(size.(This(will(
allow(the(mean(and(spread(of(parameters(in(normal(placenta(to(be(better(defined.(
Work( looking( at( how(parameters( change(with( gestational( age(will( then( also( be(
possible.(This(is(important(because(previous(MRI(work(has(suggested(f119(and(d112(
may(vary(with(gestational(age.(Work(taking(blood(at(cordocentesis(suggests(both(
umbilical( vein( and( artery( blood( oxygen( saturations( decrease( with( increasing(
gestational( age199.( Therefore,( further( work( is( needed( to( characterise( the(
parameters(more(fully,(and(this(may(help(to(further(validate(them.((
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Two( women( with( pregnancies( complicated( by( severe( early( onset( fetal( growth(
restriction( detected( before( 28( weeks’( gestational( age( were( recruited( and( gave(
informed(written(consent(for(placental(MRI.(The(gestational(age(at(the(time(of(MRI,(




an( estimated( fetal( weight( on( or( below( the( 1st( centile,( umbilical( artery( Doppler(
pulsatility( index( on( the( 99th( centile,(with( positive( end( diastolic( flow,( and( uterine(
artery(Doppler(pulsatility(index(on(or(above(the(99th(centile.(Both(had(normal(MCA(
Doppler(pulsatility( index.(There(were(no(structural( fetal( abnormalities( identified,(
both(mothers(had(been(tested(for(virus(infections(and(had(a(low(risk(of(aneuploidy.(
Case(one(was(delivered(4(weeks(and(one(day(after(the(MRI,(at(a(gestational(age(
of( 29( weeks( and( five( days,( due( to( reversed( end( diastolic( flow( in( the( umbilical(
arteries,(and(worsening(pre?eclampsia(in(the(mother.(The(baby(weighed(793g((<1st(







Throughout( this(chapter( the(results(of( these( two(FGR(cases(are(compared(with(




































1( 25+4( 621((1)( 1.92((99)( 1.85((33)( 0.96((2)( 2.08( 3.58( 2.83((>99)(






Myometrial( parameter(maps( for( the( two( FGR( cases( are( shown( in( Figure( 73.( f"
appeared(much(lower(in(the(myometrium(of(FGR(cases(than(control(cases.(
Figure( 74( shows( histograms( of( the( voxelCwise( fit( for( both( FGR( case( for( every(
myometrial(parameter,(using(the(Standard(IVIM(model,(and(the(T2CIVIM(model.(f(




















Figure(75(shows(histograms(comparing( the(combined(data( from( the(4( included(
control(cases,(and(the(2(FGR(cases.(
The( T2CIVIM( model( found( f( to( be( lower( in( FGR( compared( to( normal( cases(
(0.44(±0.14)( normal( vs( 0.15(±0.03)( FGR).( ( The( mean( T2( relaxation( time( of(
maternal(blood(in(the(FGR(group(was(244((±74)(ms.(This(is(comparable(with(the(
estimate(in(the(previous(chapter(and(in(the(literature,(although(the(histogram(shows(
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with( large( dark( areas( representing( low( values,( interspersed(with(much( brighter(
regions.(
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frequency(of(voxels(at(a( lower( f( than( in(the(control(group,(but(with(a(substantial(
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described( in(chapter(9.(A(histogram(showing(the(fit( is(shown(in(Figure(80.( (The(


























This( chapter( compares( parameters( from( the( T2CIVIM( model( of( myometrial(
perfusion,(and(the(DECIDE(model(of(placental(perfusion,(between(normally(grown(




sample( size,( and( can( only( be( considered( proof( of( principle.( Further(work,( with(




by( FGR( (0.44(±0.14)( control( vs( 0.15(±0.03)( FGR).( This( is( expected,( given( the(
pathophysiology(of(FGR25,27.(Poor(placentation( in( the(first( trimester(causes(poor(
reCmodelling( of( the( maternal( spiral( arteries,( and( therefore( a( reduction( in( the(
volumes( of( maternal( blood( perfusing( the( placenta26.( The( T2( relaxation( time( of(
maternal(blood(increased(slightly(in(the(FGR(cohort((202((±93)(ms(control(vs(244(









between( normal( and( FGR( pregnancies,( either( secondary( to( the( poor( placental(




with( the( standard( IVIM( model( fit,( which( is( in( keeping( with( findings( in( the(
literature121,125,128,(but(mean(f(increased(in(FGR(with(the(DECIDE(model(fit.(It(is(not(
Chapter(9( 247(
certain(why(this( is,(but( it(may(be(because( f(measures(flow,(rather(than(vascular(
density,( and( flow( could( be( increased( in( the( vasoconstricted( FGR( fetoplacental(
vascular(tree.(When(the(fitting(of(f"is(examined(on(the(combined(histograms((Figure(
78)(it(is(apparent(that(the(peak(voxel(frequency(is(at(a(lower(f(in(FGR(compared(to(
control.(However,( the(mean( f( is( increased( in(FGR(due( to( the( long( tail(of(voxels(




























delivered( a( few( hours( later( due( to( evidence( of( fetal( compromise( on( the(
cardiotocography.(These(findings(may(both(be(consistent(with(a(placenta(that(was(
failing( to( sufficiently( oxygenate( the( fetus.( The( first( case,( with( a( higher( oxygen(
saturation,(continued(for(a(further(four(weeks,(suggesting(a(placenta(that(was(not(
functioning( normally,( but( was( not( imminently( about( to( fail.( This( conclusion( is(




at( 10C20%( saturation,( whereas( the( control( cohort( had( very( little( data( with( a(
saturation(less(than(45%.(This(again(suggests(a(greater(degree(of(heterogeneity(
within(the(FGR(placenta,(with(areas(of(poorly(oxygenated(tissue,(which(may(relate(
to( areas( of( poor( maternal( perfusion,( or( other( underlying( pathology,( such( as(
infarcted(villi.((
The( maternalCfetal( perfusion( ratio( was( reduced( in( the( combined( FGR( data(
compared(to(the(control(data((1.53((±1.2)(control(vs(1.23((±2.5)(FGR).(This(relates(
to(an(overall(reduction(in(the(maternal(to(fetal(perfusion(throughout(the(placenta.(








understand(how( the(measured(parameters(are(affected( in( less( severe(disease,(
and(whether( they(correlate( to(ultrasound(markers(of(placental(disease,(such(as(
























In( this( thesis,( I( investigated(placental(vascularisation(with(microCCT,(established(
that( normal( term( fetoCplacental( vascularisation( has( a( large( degree( of(













The( reason( for( the( large(degree(of( heterogeneity( in( vascular( density(within( the(
placenta(is(unknown,(but(may(relate(to(variation(in(the(maternal(perfusion(of(the(
placenta.(Within( the( normal( placenta,( areas( of( poor(maternal( perfusion( due( to(
sparsity( of( spiral( arteries( or( poor( spiral( artery( remodeling,( may( become( less(


















how(much(of( the(placental( tissue(can(be(poorly(perfused(before( there(are( fetal(
consequences,(and(whether(this(changes(with(increasing(gestational(age.((
MicroCCT(provides(an(opportunity(to(investigate(this(further,(as(although(there(are(
limitations( to( the( technique,( it( provides( a( high( level( of( magnification( whilst(
maintaining( the( field( of( view( to( investigate( the( whole( placenta,( and( therefore(
quantify(differences(in(vascularisation(throughout(the(placenta.((
(
Further( work( is( needed( on( the( technical( side( of( this( work,( as( improving(
segmentation(of(the(vascular(tree(would(improve(the(derived(data,(and(also(allow(
more(complex(analysis(of(the(branching(structure(of(the(vascular(tree.(This(work(
relied( on( simple,( grey( scale( thresholding,( which( included( areas( of( noise,( and(
excluded(vessels(with(slightly( lower(greyscale(value(than(the(threshold(that(was(
set.( It( was( not( possible( to( have( a( perfect( threshold,( as( there( was( cross( over(
between(the(placental(tissue(and(contrast(filled(vessel(greyscale(histograms.(More(






More( complex( analysis,( such( as( that( done( be( Rennie( et( al( in( the( mouse(
placenta205,85,( would( help( to( improve( our( understanding( of( the( changes( in( the(
fetoplacental(vascular(tree(seen(in(different(pathologies,(but(again(this(is(difficult(in(
this(complex(data.(At(present,(there(is(no(commercially(available(software(capable(
of(analysing( the(placental(vascular( tree( in(a(way( that( is(spatially( relevant( to( the(
placental(structure.(Development(of(such(algorithms(would(allow(the(chorionic(and(





This( thesis( developed( a( novel( MRI( model( of( placental( perfusion\( the( DECIDE(
model.(This(attempts(to(divide(fetal(and(maternal(perfusion(of(the(placenta(using(
MRI.(This(is(important(as(it(estimates(the(two(placental(perfusions(throughout(the(
placental( tissue,( and( therefore( provides( much( more( information( on( placental(
function( than( the( ultrasound( assessment( currently( done( in( clinical( practice.(
DECIDE(imaging(also(allowed(the(development(of(a(novel(parameter(that(matches(
maternal(and(fetal(placental(perfusion(on(a(voxel(wise(basis.(
The( DECIDE( model( fits( the( fetal( blood( T2( relaxation( time.( As( T2( is( highly(
dependent(on(blood(oxygen(saturation(this(can(be(transformed(into(a(nonCinvasive(
measure(of(placental(fetal(blood(oxygen(saturation.(This(novel(parameter(may(be(





The(next(step,(which( is(currently( in(progress(with(a(grant( from( the(Radiological(
Research( Trust( and( the(Wellcome( Trust( (210182/Z/18/Z),( is( to( investigate( the(
parameters( in( larger,( gestational( age( matched( cohorts( of( normal( and( FGR(
pregnancies.((
For( this( onCgoing(work,(FGR( is( defined(as(estimated( fetal(weight( below( the(3rd(
centile,(or(estimated(fetal(weight(below(the(10th(centile(with(abnormal(fetal(Doppler(
measurements.(Ultrasound(measurements( are( being( collected,(which(will( allow(
correlation( of( uterine( and( umbilical( artery( Doppler( measurements( with( MRI(
parameters.(MRI(parameters(will(also(be(correlated(with(fetal(outcome,(in(terms(of(
birth(weight(centile(and(condition(at(birth.(If(this(study(does(confirm(the(differences(
in( parameters( between( the( two( groups( seen( in( this( thesis,( a( more( thorough(
validation( study,( using( an( animal(model( of( placental( insufficiency,(would( be( an(
interesting(next(step.((




feasible( in( animal( experiments.( The( ideal( experiment( would( be( to( repeatedly(
reduce( maternal( oxygenation,( and( to( image( the( placenta,( and( measure( the(
maternal(and(fetal(blood(oxygen(saturation(at(the(same(time.(The(animal(model(
would( need( to( have( an( anatomy( reflecting( human( placental( anatomy.( To(
investigate(placental(imaging(in(an(animal(model(the(two(main(properties(that(are(
important( are( the( interdigitation( between(maternal( and( fetal( perfusion,( and( the(
degree(of(trophoblast(invasion.(An(animal(model(comparable(with(human(placental(
perfusion( should( have( a( complex( network( of( fetal( vessels,( bathed( in( a( pool( of(














investigate( imaging( with( reduced( maternal( perfusion207.( The( disadvantage( of(
rodents(is(that(they(have(labyrinthine(placentas,(where(maternal(blood(circulates(






particular( improving( the( registration(of( data,( and( creating(algorithms(capable(of(














and( fetal(Doppler(studies(were(abnormal.(The(next(step( is( to(define(a(highCrisk(
cohort(for(FGR,(image(them(at(an(early(gestational(age,(and(correlate(findings(with(
outcome(data(such(as(ultrasound(imaging(parameters,(gestational(age(at(delivery(
and( birth( weight( centile,( and(maternal( complications( such( as( preCeclampsia.( If(
DECIDE( is( able( to( predict( or( exclude( placental( insufficiency( earlier( or( more(










Finally( DECIDE(may( be( a( useful( investigatory( tool( as( treatments( for( FGR( are(
















function.( It( is( likely( that( combining( them(will( be(advantageous( in( increasing(our(







model( of( placental( perfusion(was( developed,( that( divided( signal( from( fetal( and(
maternal( perfusion.( The(model( provides( new( parameters( to( describe( placental(
function,(including(a(nonCinvasive(estimation(of(fetal(blood(oxygen(saturation.(This(
has( the( potential( to( improve( our( understanding( of( placental( function,( and( to(
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